As obesity concerns mount, dietary assessment methods for prevention and intervention are being developed. These methods include recording, cataloging and analyzing daily dietary records to monitor energy and nutrient intakes. Given the ubiquity of mobile devices with built-in cameras, one possible means of improving dietary assessment is through photographing foods and inputting these images into a system that can determine the nutrient content of foods in the images. One of the critical issues in such the image-based dietary assessment tool is the accurate and consistent estimation of food portion sizes. The objective of our study is to automatically estimate food volumes through the use of food specific shape templates. In our system, users capture food images using a mobile phone camera. Based on information (i.e., food name and code) determined through food segmentation and classification of the food images, our system choose a particular food template shape corresponding to each segmented food. Finally, our system reconstructs the three-dimensional properties of the food shape from a single image by extracting feature points in order to size the food shape template. By employing this template-based approach, our system automatically estimates food portion size, providing a consistent method for estimation food volume.
INTRODUCTION
With growing concerns about adolescent and adult obesity and other health problems related to diet, 1, 2 education programs for obesity prevention have been developed to inform the general populace of health risks of being overweight and encourage healthy eating patterns. 3 One such means of tracking and analyzing eating patterns is through dietary assessments. Dietary assessment methods provide researchers with valuable information needed for assessment and hypothesis generation regarding dietary imbalance. 4 The dietary assessment methods include recording, cataloging and analyzing daily dietary records to monitor energy and nutrient intakes in a self-monitoring environment. One means of improving the data collected in these self assessed environments is through the use of technology. Technology assisted assessment is valid, feasible and promising; it can improve dietary assessment quality, and reduce the burden on both users and dietitians. 5, 6 Given the ubiquity of mobile devices with built-in cameras, one possible means of improving dietary assessment is through photographing foods and inputting these images into a system that can determine the nutrient content of foods in the images. 7, 8 Such image-based nutrient analysis methods have focused on food identification and classification, 9 whereas little research has been done on automated food volume estimation because of the difficulty of obtaining accurate volume estimates from a single image. 10 In addition, image-based food volume estimation is highly affected by the prerequisite image analysis, such as the segmentation of food regions and extraction of geometric parameters to reconstruct 3D shapes. Particularly, false segmentation caused by shadows and reflections in an image and noise along the segmentation boundaries can seriously deteriorate the accuracy of volume estimates.
In our previous work, 11 we proposed an automated volume estimation method for approximating food volumes with 3D primitive shapes reconstructed from a single image and demonstrated that volume estimates can be improved through user interaction. Compared to our previous work, this study employs food specific shape templates to support a variety of food shapes. Furthermore, we improve the accuracy of volume estimation by minimizing the false-segmented regions and smoothing the segmentation boundaries of foods. Figure 1 . Overview of our food volume estimation using food specific shape templates.
RELATED WORK
Previously, many approaches have tried to solve shape matching problems: measuring the similarity and finding a set of correspondences between shapes using geometric information. [12] [13] [14] [15] In template based matching approaches, Berg and Malik 14 try to solve the problem of finding points correspondences in images through robust template matching. Gavrila 15 employed a template based tree structure to take into account coarse and fine level shape matching. For local feature based shape matching methods, Belongie et al. 12 considers neighborhood points on the contour of a shape for efficient 2D shape matching. However, the purely geometric information used in the previous template based matching works is not sufficient for volume estimation of complex real world food-shapes. To recover deficient information, our shape template approach allows us to apply multiple feasible algorithms and various adjustable methods.
Geometric shape analysis methods can be classified according to different criteria. Pavlidis 16 propose two classifications: the use of the interior (global) and the boundary (local) of a shape as opposed to the interior of the shape. The interior and boundary shape analysis methods include medial axis and mathematical morphology, respectively. In this work both the medial axis and mathematical morphology methods are used to increase the accuracy of volume estimation. Mathematical morphology, as a set of mathematical tools for image analysis, has been used for geometric manipulation of boundaries of an object. 17, 18 Morphological opening and closing are useful in the smoothing of not only binary images (the methods were originally developed based on binary images), but also multi-type images. [19] [20] [21] Peters 22 describes a new morphological image cleaning algorithm for noise reduction, while preserving thin features in gray-scale images. Yang et al. 23 propose a method for image processing including dilation, erosion and edge extraction and noise reduction in binary morphology. We use binary mathematical morphology to make a segmented image appear smooth for removing false information in an image.
In computer vision, some approaches have proposed hierarchical skeletal shape descriptions for topological shape matching using the medial axis. [24] [25] [26] Ho et al. 27 utilized the medial axis for shape smoothing. In our implementation the medial axis is used for global geometric feature extraction to support robust volume computation.
FOOD SPECIFIC SHAPE TEMPLATE FOR FOOD VOLUME ESTIMATION
The goal of our work is to obtain the most accurate volume estimation of food from a single image using shape templates while minimizing user interactions. The underlying concept of our template based approach is to factor in the geometric properties of the segmented region using specific template shapes associated with the extracted food name/code.
Our shape template based approach consists of camera calibration, false information removal, feature extraction, and 3D shape reconstruction to estimate food volumes as illustrated in Figure 1 . We use two images (one is a meal image taken by the user and the other is the segmented region of a food obtained using Zhu et al.'s 10 approach) and food information (food name and code obtained from image segmentation and classification methods 10 ) as inputs. In the camera calibration Figure 2 . Our false information removal using binary morphology. When considering every three images as a group, from left to right in each group, an original food image, a segmented image and our smoothed result of the segmented image. Each group shows full poured milk, half poured milk and half poured apple juice from the left to the right.
step, using the original food image including a fiducial marker, camera parameters are calibrated to reconstruct an actualsized 3D shape of a food. 11 Given the food name and code from the food classification, we associate each food with a template shape. For example, a glass of milk would correspond to a generalized cylindrical shape, an orange to spherical one, etc. Once we find a best-matched template shape, we minimize the false information in the segmented region to improve the next step, feature extraction. We extract feature points from the optimized segmented region using our feature point detection algorithm and shape analysis techniques: medial axis and active contour. The extracted feature points are then used to determine geometric information for a food, such as the height, radius and area. Finally, we reconstruct the 3D shape to compute the food volume using geometric information determined in the previous step.
By applying this template-based approach, we are able to automatically estimate portion sizes from food images. This reduces the burden of users having to estimate portions consumed. Furthermore, our approach allows us to provide a consistent method for supporting various kinds of food. In this work, we focus on a particular subset of shapes for volume estimation including a cylinder and generalized extruded solids with flat tops and bottoms (e.g., bread slice).
False Information Removal
Automatic image segmentation generally includes undesired noise, such as holes, gaps, and bulges, or else the segmented may exclude necessary features. Such segmentation errors would cause errors in our feature extraction because noise along the boundaries of a segmented region would deform the original shape of a food. Since our feature extraction algorithm depends on the quality of the segmented image, we improve the segmented region of a food by removing false information such as noise on the boundaries. To filter the noise, we use mathematical binary morphology. Hence, from the segmented image (as shown in Figure 2 , the middle image in each group) we generate a smoothed version of the segmented images (as shown in Figure 2 , the right image in each group) note now unnecessary gaps and perturbations are removed.
Feature Extraction
Given a well-qualified segmented image, our algorithm extracts concrete features to size a food template shape. Although these features depend on template shapes, in our method, they contain three feature points and an average width obtained from the segmented image as well as interior edges from the original food image. These detected features determine the actual size of geometric elements to compute an estimated food volume.
Feature Points Extraction: To compute the shape of a food, we need at least three feature points: two points to estimate the width of the bottom area and one point to find a height, as shown in Figure 3 (right) (see the three red dots). To find these points, we extract the contour of a segmented region and trace points (p i = (x i , y i )) on the contour lines in order to detect the three points with high curvature. In Equation 1, the curvature C i on the point p i is computed from the difference between two standard deviations, S x i and S y i , on the point p i . To control the effect of change in the x coordinate, we used a weight value, λ , depending on a template shape. For the result in Figure 3 (right), we used λ = 1.5. When the curvature C i is higher than 1.0, we select the point p i as a feature point. where, x i 1 is an average of following K points starting from the point p i in the x coordinate as shown in Equation 2. We used K = 50 for all results shown in this paper.
Global Geometric Feature Extraction: Since the boundaries of a segmented image are influenced by reflection and shadow from the picture-taking environment (e.g., lighting condition), global geometric properties of the segmented region is essential for our food volume estimation. The medial axis (also called the symmetric axis) 28 has been frequently used to represent and describe the global shape features. [24] [25] [26] The medial axis of a shape is formally defined as at least two skeleton points that are equidistant from the the shape boundary. The use of the medial axis helps us to minimize volume estimation errors caused inaccuracies in detecting feature points. To this end, we first distinguish a central axis from the whole topology of the medial axis and use the central axis for extracting additional feature points (Figure 4 (middle right) ). Next, we find point pairs on the boundary of the object that are on either side of the central axis (Figure 4 (rightmost) ). The average length of these point pairs determine a potential width (radius for a cylindrical shape) of our template shape. Interior Edge Detection: The analysis of the shape boundary is not enough in some cases where imperative geometric properties could be found within the interior area of a shape. Figure 5 shows an example of a bread slice with distinct interior edges. Here, our goal is to differentiate the side from the top surface such that the height from the bottom rim to the top surface can be computed. Moreover, the segmentation of the top surface provides us with more a accurate food shape when compared to an approximation using an ellipse. Thus, the volume of the bread slice is computed by multiplying these two measurements assuming that the shape of the bottom surface is the same to the top surface. As such, interior edge detection is utilized for specific foods with fairly flat and identical outlines of the top and bottom surfaces and the side distinguished by color. These cases would contain most sliced breads, such as a piece of toast, a garlic bread slice or a baguette slice.
For such interior edge detection and top surface segmentation, we employ the active contour methodology. 29 In computer vision, the active contour method has been used for in a wide range of problems including segmentation and edge detection. [30] [31] [32] [33] The idea in the active contour method (or snakes) is, starting with a contour initialized near the desired object, the algorithm allows the contour (or snake) to deform so as to optimize the combination of internal and external energy. Internal energy encourages an elastic and smooth shape, whereas external energy is based on strong edge attraction. In the classical edge based active contour models, 29, 34 the snakes depend on the gradient of an image to stop evolving contour on the boundary of an object. Our implementation, however, utilizes the region based active contour technique by Lankton and Tannenbaum 35 which is more robust with respect to initial contour placement and segmentation accuracy.
Given a food image ( Figure 5 (leftmost) ) and a corresponding segmented image ( Figure 5 (middle left)), our algorithm initially cuts off the minimal rectangular region containing a food from the food image to reduce the computational overhead. It then places the initial snake on the top surface of a food to iteratively evolve the snake until the contour is on the boundary of the top surface ( Figure 5 (middle right) ). Therefore, we obtain interior edges and the top surface segmentation of a food. For calculating the height, as shown in Figure 5 (rightmost), we use two contour segments; the top segment (red line) along the interior edges and the bottom segment (white line) generated by translating the top contour segment to the bottom boundary of the segmented image. This provides an distance of the point pairs; one from the top segment and one the bottom segment.
RESULTS
To verify the accuracy of our volume estimation algorithm, we performed validation experiments using images of beverages (milk and orange juice in transparent container) and bread slices taken with the Apple iPhone (3GS) and Canon Powershot SD1100. For beverage images, we used automatically segmented images, and manually segmented images for bread images. The results of the beverage estimation indicated an improved accuracy of approximately 30% improved accuracy when removing false information in the segmented image using binary morphology. Further, using medial axis resulted in 10∼ 20% improvement when compared to the use of only noise reduced images. Figure 6 shows examples of the computational results of our volume estimation algorithm, their real measurements with a beaker and used the segmented images. Table 1 shows the differences and ratios of the estimated volumes to the real measurements of 17 beverage images. The average relative error and standard deviation were about 11% and 8, respectively. We also compare the differences between estimated and measured volumes; 8 (N = 1 to 8) were underestimated and 9 (N = 9 to 17) overestimated. For bread slices as shown in Table 2 , the results were 8% overestimated. Figure 7 shows some examples of our 3D reconstructed shape. We also found that our volume estimation method is influenced by the camera angle (viewing angle). In our experiments, the range of the appropriate camera angle is 30∼45 degrees.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a novel food volume estimation method from a single image by introducing food specific shape templates to deal with the complex and various food shapes and overcome insufficient information for 3D food volume reconstruction. In our approach, a novel feature point extraction algorithm was proposed including binary mathematical morphology to improve the accuracy of our algorithm by reducing noises in the segmented image. We also demonstrated how medial axis was used to extract geometrical features. Further, for volume estimation of free-shaped foods with the flat top and bottom surfaces, we applied the active contour method to determine interior edges and the top surface. Finally, we performed experiments to evaluate our approach using beverage images and achieved reasonable results (11% error). For generalized extruded solids seen as bread slices, promising computational volume results (8% error) was indicated. As future work, we plan to extend the range of shape templates to provide volume estimation for various foods. Since accurate volume estimation for arbitrary shapes from a single image is still a computationally intractable problem, we are also planning to investigate a user-assisted method to improve accuracy and get a computationally feasible solution. 
